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ar, w l arned about what it mean

in commu nit with one another . We gathere d in Chuck'

and ting r' , aving our pot with our wallets as if we'd ju t
come home. We went on group campin g trip with people from our
dorm . In the mornin g we gathere d a a tudent body in chapel to
prai e God. In the afterno on we met for one-on- ones with friends at
Rinno a to di cus our hard hip and triumph s and how Christ was
getting u through it all. We even gathere d togethe r to eat dinner at
our profes or ' house . Commu nity started as a vague concep t to us,
but by the end of the school year, it had been shown to us so clearly
that we were then able to live it out as we loved others.

Our goal in creating this book was to show exactly what commu nity
mean to u . We wanted to capture this intangib le concep t through
word and picture . Our goal was to give it a concret e represe ntation
we can look back on in twenty years to remem ber the beginni ng of
our under tanding of true, deep Chri tian commu nity. Our hope i
that it would erve a a remind er of not only everyth ing thi year wa ,
but al o portra the underc urrent of Chri t' love and the fellow hip
that come from being family through Him.
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Professor Aaron Huffman is the chair of the Visual
Communication Design major, but he is also a
Cedarville graduate. He is an excellent example
of an alumnus that is passionate about impacting
Cedarville students. He has worked as a professor at
Cedarville since 2011, training students to design in
a way that is skilled and glorifying to God. He is well
known for his sense of humor and hi willingnes
to meet up with any student who needs help. If it
weren't for him, Cedarville' de ign program would
not be wher it i today.
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tarted, Bible Conference, the Involvement Fair,

to maller bro/ i event like peed dating and worship nights,

htlped u culti- ate a Chri t-centered community. We met new friends, kicked
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and be an our journey of understanding what it meant to live, work,

and -l or hip ll ith our brother and si ters in Christ.
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1. Todd Landis walks through a group of cheering STING

Leaders during Getting Started weekend. This was an
annual tradition for incoming freshmen.

Getting Started weekend was a bittersweet time for
2. Gabby Gagarinas, Lydia Switzer, Abby Burr, and

Makayla Riley welcome students to campus during move

families. Parents were dropping off their students for

in. The STING Leaders and RAs moved in all the incoming
freshmen during this weekend.
3. After the freshman class photo, Stinger leads the way in

the first time, new students were moving into the dorms

the Jacket Jaunt.

for the first time, and returners were excited to get

4. A STING group gets to know one another during the

back into the swing of college life. RAs on campus had

Jacket Fest event. This event allowed new students to
develop lasting relationships during their first weekend on

the special privilege of interacting with parents while

campus.

moving new students into the dorms. "My favorite part
5. A group of students play nine square in the air during
Jacket Fest. This party was a great opportunity for students
to make memories before classes started.
6. Alec Mathisen cheers with STING Leaders

about Getting Started is getting to see the reaction of
the parents," Anna Ward, a junior RA, said. "Typically

during a Getting Started event. Getting Started Weekend
was an exciting time for incoming students

the students are really upbeat and excited, so it's really

as well as returning

fun to be able to make them more excited, but the
7. RAs Anna Ward, Brooke Bailey, Isabella Schaffer,

Jenna Hedlund, Allison McClean, Abbie Hintz, Grace
Watkins, Olivia Dayeart, Emma Smith, Torri Wick,

parents are kind of apprehensive." Even though many

Charlotte Burcham, and Lydia Nordquist pose for a
picture during Getting Started Weekend.

parents were nervous, Ward enjoyed helping parents
and students acclimate to campus. "Getting Started is
a huge ministry to parents because we are able to how
them that Cedarville is a special place," Ward said.
"Some of these parents might not be saved, so we are
able to serve them as well and show them the love of
Jesus. Plus, it's always fun to see the parent ge t excit d
and [give] high fives on the way in."
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and Finance major, aid.

··I 10\·ed ettin to pend time twice a day with my
edanille family wor hipin the Lord." The conferenc e
erYed a an important reminder for tudents begining
another eme ter at Cedarville . Thi

ear, pa tor Dean

In erra poke about 1 Corinthia n 2:9-3:3, and the theme

1. Heatsong sings "Worthy of Your ame" during the Fall
Bible Conference. T he theme of the conference this year
was "The Process."

2. Jake Ringstrand and Conlan Cymbalak pray during
a Fall Bible Conference session. Dean Inserra was the
speaker this year.

..

of hi me a e wa ' The Proce . These ermons laid
out the importance of the anctificati on process, and
In erra made a memorabl e illu tration in olving three
chair to help tudent

ee v here the were in their walk

\\ith Chri t. There were over 50 profe ion of faith,
and O

tudent made deci ion during thee ent. 'I

3. Matthew Pettus leads worship during the Fall Bible
Conference. T here were 50 professions of faith during Fall
Bible Conference.
4. Natasha Camacho worships during the Fall Bible
Conference. Over 200 students made decisions during this
event.
5. Pastor Dean Inserra speaks during the Fall Bible
Conference event. This year's event focused on 1
Corinthians 2:9-3:3.
6. Reuben Quade, Anya McCary, Macy Miller, Kayla

"ill alway remember celebratin g all the ne

believer

who cho e to ·ye their life to Chri t at the Fall Bible
Conferenc e.- Camacho aid.

Seabra, and Grace Sexton pose for a picture after a Fall
Bible Conference session. Many students use this time to
catch up with friends after summer break.
7. Josh Guaita plays the keyboard during the Fall Bible
Conference. Thi event featured three morning essions
and two evening sessions before the beginning of the school
year.

on erence
Students came together as a body of believers to start the semester focused on the Lord. Before classes even
began, the entire student body joined together for Fall Bible Conference. They joined in worship together, and
Dean Inserra encouraged them to prioritize Christ.
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Homecoming brought many traditions that unified
our students, their families, and students from years
past. One of the main events, the legendary cardboard
canoe races, originally only involved freshmen in the
engineering department. However, starting a few years
back, other student groups could enter the competition.
One non-engineering student who participated in this
event was Hannah Heft, an education major. She entered
the race with eight fellow seniors double majoring in
1. The MISO org, led by Darina Herrera, walks in the
Homecoming Parade. This parade helped students connect

special education and early education. They decorated

to the community.
2. Anson Allard steadies the cardboard canoe as

their canoe to resemble a pencil and received pointers

Joel Beckmeyer steps into it. Upperclassmen had the
opportunity to mentor the freshman engineers while they

from their engineer friends. "I have never competed

built the cardboard canoes.
3. Josh Guckenberger rows his cardboard canoe through

before, but it was an item on my bucket list that was

the lake. Students, parents, and alumni circled the lake,
waiting in anticipation for the next student to make it

fulfilled ," Heft said. "I am so stoked about how we did in

across.

the race- it was SO fun! We had no idea that we would
4. The Education Department's cardboard canoe sits in

the grass waiting for the race. Departments could choose to
enter the race along with the engineering students.

5. Quinton Green leads the ha ketball team during the

even make it pa t the first buo , and th n we made it all
the wa . The rush of adr nalin
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o raz ! M famil

homecoming parade. Thi parade was a great opportunity
to conn ct th different department on ampus with the
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(Dromio of Ephe u ) tand face to face for the fir t tim a
through they are looking in a mirror.
7. Lauren Jacobs (Angela the Goldsmith) is threatened by

Joey Evans (Antipholus of Ephe us) for not bribing him.

: 1 1ff r ha i not parti ip at din theatr , but h ha
alwa,·s b

n a th atr enthu ia t. he njo ed getting to

n " - n " . fri n d while preparing for the p rformance
and I

Y

d the opp ortunity to participate in thi play.

I ,-en , ·er enjoyed working on anJ big project a much
a_ I enjoy d work.ino- on thi

how... " haffer aid. "A

a home chooled m ilitary kid, I wa never able to do
theatr in hio-h chool, o thi w a a huge urpri e and
ble in ."

The Department of Art, Design, and Theatre performed an adaptation of "Comedy of Errors" that was
changed to take place in the 1960's. Although the script remained consistent with the original Shakespeare
play, the director, Diane Merchant, altered the costumes to resemble 60's fashion to add a fun twist.
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Everything got real when winter rolled around. We created little worlds inside
our dorms for Campus Christmas, went on break, and then received new
syllabi. We prayed with our D-groups as we trudged through snow, finals, and
the beginning of a new semester. We said goodbye to one year and hello to new
beginnings. Getting through the winter together helped us forge a deeper form of
community than we had when we first arrived on campus.
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There are many athletic events througho ut the
year, but none of them are quite like Moonligh t
Madness . This event hypes up the basketbal l
season through dunking competiti ons, dancing,

.
and introduci ng the players. "My favorite part
of Moonligh t Madness was getting to cheer and
scream with other students who are all stoked
to see Cedarvill e play well and win," Kelly
Brown said. Alexis Limbers had never attended
Moonligh t Madness in the past but enjoyed the
experienc e this year with her friends. "My favorite
part of Moonligh t Madness was the player walkout
introduct ions with music" Limbers said.
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The Alumni Association hosted the University's first annual Christmas tree lighting this year
to celebrate donors. They celebrated the event with Christmas carols, hot chocolate, cookies,
and a reading of the Christmas story.

1. Matt Gillis is introduced during the event. Moonlight

Madness allowed students to get to know more about each
of the players through their introductions.
2. A group of friends attends Moonlight Madness. This year
students were given spirit towels for participating in the
vent.
3. The coaching staff walks onto the court. This helped
stud nts r cognize the coaches before the start of the
season.
4. Nick Mantis dunks the ball during Moonlight Madness.
Play rs had th opportunity to hype up this year's
basketball season.

5. Rick Melson, Kim Ahlgrirn, and Jona~n Lyons
announ e the beginning of the tr lighting er mony.
&. A group of fri nds pose in front of the
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1. tudents play glow in the dark mini golf in the event

rooms in the SSC.
2. Isaac Gagarinas and Beka Colon act as a couple from a
H all mark movie duri ng j ohnson's open dorms.

Campus Christmas has always been a time for
the community of Cedarville to shine. Along with

3. Presley Peyton Shemelia and Danae Dray ride the
train in Chuck's.

all the regular events, like open dorms and late

4. Students slide down the Christmas slide in the

night Chuck's activities, Cedarville introduced a

upper S C.
5. Julianna Mitten gives a speech at the beginning of her

hall's skit during Campus Christmas open dorms.
6. KT Machia, surrounded by friends, holds up the

new tradition: the lighting of a 32-foot Christmas
tree outside of the lower SSC. This tree doubled

ornament she made in Stinger's.

as a decoration and a representation of Giving

7. Girls take students' Chick-Fil-A orders during their skit

Tuesday. Melanie Edris, an Alumni Office

during Campus Christmas open dorms.

employee, said, "The ornaments that decorated
the big tree represented someone who had given a
financial gift to the university on Giving Tuesday.
Their name was written on the ornament as a small
way to thank them for their generosity." The tree
lighting was a special event, with a performance
by the Inversions, a Christmas sing-along, and a
reading of the Christmas story. "Students, faculty,
staff, and Cedarville community members were
all incredibly supportive and eager to be a part of
this new tradition that will take place for year to
-

come ...It was such a fun opportunity to celebrate th
Christmas season ... " Edris said.
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v n more compelled to go and b e

\\illino- t trive m ' life for the ake of the Go pel if
that i th path

od ha laid out for me. ' After thi

conference Kauffmann felt led to u e his degree in
a ountrv
, like Guatemala or Brazil. "The most ideal
ituation would be taking m accounting degree
and trainin other in le

l. Students peruse the missions booths at Missions

Conference.
2. ABWE missionaries explain what ABWE is doing to
reach the nations with the Gospel.

fortunate countries,"

Kauffmann aid. Ho e er if I am unable to help

3. A representative of Royal Servants Mission Trips
converses with students about the opportunities RSMT
offers.

train other in that I know I am able to help start
churche and trengthen them. The Lord has used

5. Danny Akin preaches at Missions Conference.

chi experience to help guide him to this dream.

6. Ayja Robinson and Stephanie Dickson follow along as
Danny Akin reads the Bible passage for one of the main

.. I have found that having gone on a mi sions trip

sessions.

helped fuel m · de ire to o o er ea and erve the

7. tudents stand and read their Bibles during Missions

Lord " Kauffmann aid. I wa able to ee fir thand
the po, erty. but deep and incere happines the kids
and parent have \\.ith o little.

0

4. Lauren Penner reads the Bible passage for the night.

Conference.
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Spring semester started with a 3-day conference where all the students gathered morning and
night to worship through music and through God's Word. The conference helped them focus
on the Great Commission and renew their passion for both local and global missions.
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Each year, Cedarville puts on a winter play. In this
year's production, "The H eiress," Josiah K areck
played Arthur Townsend, who was a different
archetype from characters he'd played in the past.
"I performed in four productions during high
school. In each of them, I played the antagonist of
the story," Kareck said. "I had to be either greedy,
arrogant, or just evil. In 'The H eiress,' Arthur i
quite the opposite. H e is an innocent, kind, and
1. Morris Townsend (Sam Acosta) lights a cigar from Dr.

Sloper's personal collection.
2. Morris Townsend (Sam Acosta) proposes to Catherine

nai've young man. H e doesn 't say much , but it i
clear that happiness is all he desires for him elf and

Sloper (Teghan Reed). Townsend did not ask Dr. Sloper

(Blake Hansher) permission to marry his daughter.

his fiance .. . I enjoyed the ch allenge of portra ing

3. Catherine Sloper (Teghan Reed) anxiously sits at a

a stereotype th at I am not u sed to."

ft r th pla

dinner party. She expected this to be a fam ily event, but she
was later introduced to a love interest.
4. Aunt Penniman (Sara Warnshuis) and Aunt Almond
(Alix Paris) discuss atherine's w llbeing. They wer
xcit d to see a suitor express int rest in atherine.

oh
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m th at th r i a pla
loper (Teghan Reed) holds her mbroidery
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J rrn l uilt our 01111nu11ity, piritually and relationally, but in an unprecedented

- ay. Ri ht aft r our return from pring break, we suddenly saw our time together
-ut -Jzort.

nt off campu due to Covid-19, we drew near to each other virtually

rather than in per on. The end of the year came abruptly, and we said hasty
oodl ye . o lon er able to have our end-of-year celebrations, we were farced to
di -co - er neu way to hare the love we had developed for each other.
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other , and th nation .
6. Keith Minier, the Lead Pastor of Grace Fellowship
in Pickerington, Ohio, speaks in chapel. Minier had the

m r th

unb rn babi

tud n t,

opportunity to share about the importance of seeking

I

to serve.

Ydi Br dl Y, w

pe iall , mo ed b Dr. Lile

pr ent ti n. ··, r e liv in a o iet toda where
pro-life and pro-ch oi e i a political tatem en t, and
I think that i reall

ca

Bradle

aid. ' That is a

child ... and hould ha e th e arne right a me; it i
ju t human moralit at th at point.'

ince Dr. Lile's

me a e wa ba ed in cien tific fact Lydia said it
ultimately helped her ee th at pro-life versus prochoice i not ju t a religiou d ebate, but a scientific
one a well, and no

he feel confiden t to u se what

he learned to hare with other

7. Hannah Quandt,Jenny Powell, Connor Seals, Ella
Young, and Elisabeth Blank stand for the readi ng of
God 's Word.

Every day Monday-Friday, all of campus would gather together at 10am to worship God
through music and by learning about His Word. Chapel speakers came in from all over the
world to share about their ministries and teach solid doctrine.
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1. tudents hug in the Lawlor parking lot after packing

their rooms. It was important for students to have their last
goodbyes after the abrupt end to the semester.

The spring semester will be memorable for years to
2. tinger's remains empty because students are no longer
on campus. The restaurant closed when students were

come b ecause students completed almost half the

originally sent home fo r the first two weeks off.

semester remotely due to COVID-19. While this
3. The benches that line campus sit empty for the second
half of the semester. T he majority of students moved out of
the dorms in the middle of the spring semester

transition was difficult for all students involved , the

4. Dr. White speaks to an empty chapel. During the time

senior class was most impacted by the situation.

of COVID 19, Cedarville continued to provide new chapel
content online every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.

"So as far as this semester, COVID h as m ade it

5. JT Thompson and Gabe Boggs hug in the Lawlor

more difficult with classes and actually staying up

parking lot. Because of the abrupt ending of the semester, it
was difficult to say those last goodbyes to friends.

to beat with them," Anthony Mummert said. "Also

6. The Cedarville basketball stadium sits empty fo r the
second half of the semester. Many student athletes were

it's made it harder for the last goodbyes with our

unable to finish their seasons this year.

friends and stuff like that as we are moving on and
7. T he 1,000 days lounge is empty during the last few weeks
of the semester. Many of the 1,000 days this semester were

'
spent taking
classes online from home.

graduating." Mummert is a senior nursing m ajor,
and this transition has made the job hunt more
difficult. "The fact that they are doing so many
hiring freezes right now has put additional stress
along with our crazy exams that we are trying to
just work into the whole system ," Mummert said.
While this time has been stressful, there have been
a few unexpected blessings involved in the situation
as well, and the university family continued to
maintain community - especially through Zoom.
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l ap l that
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edan ill l'ni\· r ity w uld b

\ I -19. Th new then, a

t\\ .., da,:: to ,

tud nt b d in
huttin d

n

imp! : tud nt had

uat th dorm , th ,v " ould ha e no cla

until th £ 11 ,dn 1 1onday and th n the v ould ha e two
"ee - of online

hool. T he announcement occurred three

da, after prin break, and man

tudent joked about

rroin on ·· orona--cation ' with cheap airline ticket . For
the ne. ·t four day , profe or

cram bled to make their

cour e compatible with rem ote learning. March 20 brought
1. Dr. Grigorenko teaches her class over Zoom.

more new : the entire re t of the eme ter would be online.
2. Dr. DeWitt teaches from his office over Zoom.

rudent were required to com e back on taggered day to
unpack their room to a oid contact with each other. Thi

3. Noah Harvey works on his homework in Lawlor. Some
students were allowed to stay in the dorms under special
circumstances.

w

e pecially i

ificant fo r enior like Delaney Yutzy a

the move to online meant lo ing the rest of their final year
at Cedanille.

~r never expected

4. Dr. Lee teache his class virtually from the lobby of the
BT .

5. Professor Porter, the chair of the Music department,

m

enior ear to end like

thi . completely online,' Yutzy aid. ' I ne er expected to

teaches her class remotely.
6. A music student plays his guitar for his assignment
remotely over Zoom with Professor Porter.

mi- out on J

Elliv, enior Chapel and graduation. It'
7. A class meets together over Zoom.

been a hard pill to wallow in a lot of wa . But I'm al o
thankful for the time pent with m, famil , and the wa
rve communicated ,-.ith friend throu h letter
aceTime call .-

3

text

and

0
Due to COVID-19, classes, D-groups, and events had to be transferred online for the rest of the
semester, and everyone tried to make them meaningful, regardless of location.

Community at Cedarville was supported by many factors:
active dorm life, daily chapel, campus-wide events, and
passionate faculty ljust to name a few), but there was also a
vital component that tied it all together: the students. This year,
we joined together as dorms, orgs, and friend groups to have
fun, make friends, and ultimately fight for each other's joy in
Christ. We left as best friends with people we hadn't even met a
few months before, and because of our community, we emerged
smarter, stronger, and more mature in our faith.
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Beach ball volleyball used to be a staple for dorm life at
Cedarville. Students across campus would dress up in
themed costumes and compete against one another in
a massive tournament where they used a beach ball as
their volleyball and fought to rise to the top. This activity
was one of the ways dorms established community
among their residents, but in 2018 the school stopped
hosting it. However, McKinney and McChesney RD's
Michele and Taylor Ivester decided to start hosting the
1. Lauren Ellis performs her unit's opening intro dance

during the infamous Printy wars. The theme for Eilis's unit

competition on their own for residents of McKinney,

was Disney summer throwback.

McChesney,Johnson, and St. Clair. "We have it the first
2. Eric Barnes cheers with his unit during Lawlorpalooza.
His unit's theme was "notch," and everyone in his unit put a

weekend after Fall Bible Conference, so at that point bro/

small slit in his eyebrow in preparation for the event.

sis halls have just met each other," Michele aid. "It'
3. Zac Griffith tosses Fruit Loops onto Zach Leitch. Dr
White judged the game.

a fun way to spend an afternoon getting to know one

4. Andrea Larson strikes the ending pose to "Queen of
Africa" and laughs with her sister units. They made a whole

another, as well as other bro/ si group throughout th

dance routine for their miniature performance.

dorm! We ha e done thi a a bro/ i

nt th pa t t o

5. Sarah Sizer, Alison Belmont, Lilly Tafelsky, and Ana
Tapia prepar for their unit's part in Printy wars. Their

year , and both

ar it

m d to b a r all

u

ful

unit' th me was based on "The Greatest howman."
6. Whil playing indoor bea h volleyball, Lauren

nt!" T h r id nt of J ohn on

pp r Middl and t.

Bernhardt attempts to scor points for her t am. The
voll ) ball tournament was betwe n r idents of M Kinn y,
M

h ney, Johnson, and t.

lair

7 A group of fri nd gathers tog ther before going to th
b ach ·oil yball tournam nt. Th tournam nt , as on of
b

omp tition thi
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6. nils 26, 28, 30, and 32 parli ipal in Printy W,m 'J hrir
theme wa the Lion King.

ir nm nt

aft r gradu ti n. "I think I, ·11 mi

th

and

for a pi lur · b fm r thr
Gauntlet. l'h ii learn won third pla e.

ju t th

btain

7. Team repre enling Lawlor and the H ill play nag football.
Lawlor won lh event this y ar.

impl

f d rm Ii£ mor than I will mi
ifi

,. nt

t "ill b th

b ut I think the e ent I will mi
aturda brunche and the

£ 11 w hip reated am on the RA team a we plan
nd ho t dorm e ent fo r other , Mitten aid. he
ha enjoyed her time in the dorm and hope the
e. ~erience ,vill h elp her in the future. "I pray that
the le on I learned abou t life-on-life discipleship
and memory-makin will continue to hape the way
I participate in church mini trie and neighborhood
community po t-graduation

Mitten said.
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Events like Ab Night, Gridiron, New Year's parties, and the Gauntlet brought together
students from each dorm and helped them forge lifelong, meaningful relationships.
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1. Hannah Nichols leans left during her tap dance number.

Hannah said this dance was empowering as it included
dramatic movements and loud shoes. Out of all the dances

The dozen s of orgs on campus helped build intentional

she has perfo rmed, H annah said this one was her favo ri te.
2. Hundreds of crosses line the grass next to the student

community and knowledge of new skills among students.

center. These crosses, set up by Students for Life, represent
one life taken away by abortion. The crosses were up for

Ayo dance company is one example of an org that

about a week, and many students talked about how moving
the display was for them.

embodies these qualities. They put on two showcases

3. A group of students holds out their hands to show their

each year, each with a different theme. This spring

red X d rawn on their fi sts. Drawing a red X showed support
for people in slavery around the world. The movement
behind this action was called the End It Movement.
4. Anna Wehner and Kaziah Speed, members of K9's at

semester's theme was Future Memories. This year's
secretary, Amy Wikrent, shared about AYO canceling

the Ville, hold up puppies for the Pause for Paws event. This
event was held by K9's at the Ville during finals week with

their showcase due to COVID-19. "It has definitely been

the goal of lifting some stress off students.

hard navigating how to best approach taking the next
5. Gabriella Stewart, Anna King, Abbigayle Snyder, and

Andrea Soriano sell sweatshirts for the Neos Company,
part of the School of Business Administration, on the BTS

steps for seniors who were looking forward to p erforming

patio. The sweatshirts said, "God is faithful," a segmented
version of Dr. White's often repeated, "God is faithful. You

their last dances," Wikrent said. "We know how

I

can trust him."

important this is for our seniors who have given so much
of themselves to Ayo." The org officers for Ayo decided
to carry over the theme for the spring semester showcase
into this coming fall semester. They also are allowing this
year's seniors to come back for the fall sem ester showcase
and perform a "senior feature." "The theme of Future
Memories will be perfect for this, since it's about looking
back at the memories we've m ade and realizing that the
present moment is going to b e a mem ory in the future, o
we have to m ake our time right now count," aid Wikr nt.

ounting o
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There were m any opportunities for students to get
involved with different music groups on campus. Antonio
Munoz took advantage of these opportunities by being
involved in many groups on campus. Munoz enjoyed
getting to see different ensembles performing together.
"Some of my favorite concerts are the ones that showcase
a brief sampling of each ensemble," Munoz said.
"The Community Christmas Concert and the Music
Showcase Concert are two such concerts that occur in
the fall and spring semesters respectively. It is just so
1. The Jazz Band plays some spirited Christmas music in
the Recital Hall during their C hristmas concert.
2. The Men's Glee Club sings during a concert. In addition
to concerts here on campus, the Men 's Glee Club also

cool to see all the musicians on campus involved in our
orchestra, wind symphony, jazz band, and choir all in

performed for schools, churches, and civic organizations.

one place supporting each other." Munoz wa involved
3. Jubilate sings on the Chapel stage. M ade up of about

sixty members, Jubilate pulled together a variety of musical

in Concert Chorale and Jubilate. While the e group

styles selected from various evangelical traditions.
4. The Women's

hoir sings together during their concert

in the Recital Hall . To be a part of the choir, women had
to audition and commit to practicing three hours a week in

provided an opportunity to make la ting friend hip ,
Munoz enjoyed th mini try a p ct that wa in ol d

addition to their academic work.

a w 11. "M fa orit

xp rienc with Jubilat ha b n

5. mma Hill leads H art ong in worship during their

p rforman .

th opportuniti

G. Jacy Stahlut from th H arp Ensembl performs in the

hap I.
7 Th JalZ Band, dir cted by

h

tJ

nkins, p rform

g t to go out and do mini t

hur h," Munoz aid. "
for th ir or hip

in a

'11 om and provid th mu i
th t da. W h

al

had th

in the R cital Hall. The Jazz Band start d in 1989 and
although small, remaim one of the most popular m mbl s
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.5. arah tricker and Anna Bea h pos for a photo while
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6. Stinger rai es his hand lo hype the stud nt body. T his
was during an

tradit1 m that nat ur lly b nd d th t am and taught
th m teamw rk nd

d work thi . Mit h

arr

hapel lo get students x ited fo r

upcoming event b ing held on campu .
7. Stinger, Zach Rubosky, and Sarah Shaw Ojeda give
announcements before worship. They expres ed excitement
over the event coming to campus.
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through the

ame oal, and we et clo er through that. Carr
mentioned how he

ould not ha e made ome of the

friend he did out ide of
and that i what make

tudenl managers.
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G

and CAB o pecial.
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Campus Experience was comprised of 11 teams: SGA, CAB, Rinnova, Info, Media, Finance,
Class Council, Ops, Summer Team, and Sting. The student workers focused on making
campus life more welcoming and enjoyable for all of Cedarville.
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1. Sarah Colgan holds a puppy at the first alt night of the

year. Students took turns holding the puppies and taking
pictures of each other.
2. Caleb Whicker rides a mechanical bull. The theme of
the night was based on the movie " ational Treasure."
3. Aaron Weiss and Parker Dalton build ajenga tower at

ALT nights created a unique atmosphere for Cedarville
and its student body. Planning from CAB began several
weeks in advance. Everyone on the team had an assigned

an alt night.

role, and the team strengthened their dynamic through
4. Bethan Davis, Alyssa Geist, and Sarah Swanson carve
pumpkins outside the lower SSC.
5. SGA ordered food trucks like Christian Bros. Meat
Company, Pitabilities, Young's Jersey Dairy, and Tortilla for

cultivating their roles. The theme ideas for ALT nights
were presented to Brian Burns from the CAB executives

each alt night throughout the school year.

and then chosen by them as well. One member from
6. Students play board games in the lower SSC at an alt
night.

CAB, Mitchell Carr, gave a personal account working on

7. Weston Park hosts adventure bingo for Alt 3.

Cedarville's ALT nights. It was Carr's first year serving
on CAB, and he said the Arabian Nights ALT night was
the most memorable so far, as it was the most unique.
The team centralized the night around the DMC, rather
than the SSC. They also intentionally decorated most
of the SSC to match the theme and had Rinnova make
an Arabian Nights drink. "Our goal was to step outside
the box and do things outside of a cookie-cutter format,"
Carr said. "I think it's cool we bring an activity that
creates a fun environment to campus since our location
typically doesn't offer a lot to do." Carr saw ALT nights
as intentional in creating an atmosphere that build up
community.
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1. Shannon Chow practices newborn resuscitation with the

daughter of a midwife on her trip to the Philippines. She
went on the trip with the chool of ursing in May of 2019.

During spring break while many students across

2. Dawn Tincher, Cassie Boyer, Courtnie Kuhn (and
her sons) pose for a picture during the summer 2019 trip to
Hungary. They served at Word of Life teaching English and

America are traveling for fun, there are groups of

playing sports like volleyball and basketball.

students at Cedarville who travel for a different

3. Olivia Cole passes out canvases to a middle school art
class during her trip to Kosovo.
4. Kenan Estes passes out Bibles during the 2019 Peru
Bible summer mission trip. During this trip, they had the
opportunity to work with the camp to distribute newly
translated Bibles in

purpose: spreading the love of J esus. Elena Hein had
the opportunity to do just that during her spring
break this year. She traveled with a group from

ovember.

Cedarville to Clarkston, Georgia, in order to serve
5. The medical missions team to Ecuador poses for a
picture. The group served in May of 2019.
6. Elizabeth Harmon feeds a child on a mission trip to
Bethesda Outreach in South Africa. This trip took place in

this refugee community through a medical missions
trip opportunity. "Providing medical aid and

May and June of 2019.

support was only the starting point for our service
7. The Concert Chorale poses for a picture outside the
church in tpe city of Gniezno where they performed during

in the area," Hein said. "Collaborating with local

their mission trip to Poland. This trip took place in May
2019.

ministries and community leaders, we saw what it
was to live radically for the gospel in ways that make
no sense to the world without the hope of Christ."
During this trip, the group was able to provide
medical services to a variety of different people, and
Hein was able to use what she has learned in the
classroom as a nursing student to support families in
need while also presenting them with the gospel.
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utreach i a

ti n f team that a h p nd one night a week

tartinrr intentional con er ation and haring the
~

pel "ith nearby uni er i

aid. Thi e ;_perience
tudent he wa

tudent , ' Daugherty

a not onl influential to the

ettin to know, but it also influenced

hi mvn piritual life. ' In all of my Cedarville experience,
nothin ha had a profound an effect on my faith as CU
utreach, Dauo-her

aid. ' Having had more mentally

and emotionall., tretching con er ation through this
mini try than I could e er count I feel stronger and

more teadfast in m faith than I e er thought possible."

2. Skyler Farrand, Colson Cissel, Lauren Penner, and
Allison Wise helF a local woman with yard work. Each fall,
students are invited to attend CU in the community to help
maintain their homes.
3. A Bro-Sis group from Lawlor and Printy participate in
CU in the community. They did yard work and cleaned up
houses in Cedarville.
4. Abby Jenks builds gingerbread houses with an
elementary student attending the God's Girls Christmas

inYolYed in thi mini try opportunity a well. "It can be

party. During this event,Jen.ks and the other volunteers
were able to host a Christmas dinner, give gifts, and share

very challengin - terrifying at times. But I have never

about Jesus.

man and tart that conver ation, he aid.

-

Romans 8:38-39.

Becau e of thi experience he encouraged others to get

once re etted the deci ion to tep out again t the fear of

:J

1. Maddie Boccacci and Haile O'Neal lead a group of
elementary school students duringjunior Jam. The theme
this year was "Powerful Persuasion" and was focused on

5. Abby Shaffer, Allex Teters, and Victoriahna Vander
Does rake leaves at CU in the Community.
6. Jake Allinson waves at students during Junior Jam.
7. Halee McPherson packs boxes for the Operation
Christmas Child event. Cedarville students packed 1000
boxes during this event.

oca

Global Outreach's local teams served the community. Some volunteered at churches, some

tutored students, some helped expecting mothers, and others served in many different settings.

Part of our community formed through sports. We joined
teams that tested our diligence, skill, and sportsmanship. Our
ultimate goal wasn't about our rankings or awards. It was about
experiencing community in a tangible way - loving others,
working togethe 0 and enjoying the thrill of the game.

en s

occ er

12-3-8
.696

1. Mark Rowan go

to pa

the ball to a fellow teammate .

2. Andre Salviano protects the ball from a charging opponent.

7-2-5

3. The team huddle do e to encourage one another before the
kickoff.

.679
4. Coach Faro conducts a motivating meeting with the team.

T2

5. Gui Fernandes aim and passe the ball to another teammate.

8-1-3

.
3-1-4
1-1-1

'

omens

occer

16-6-1
1. The women's soccer team poses for a group picture.

.717

2. Sophie Norden prepares to kick the ball.
3. The team huddles in the middle of the game.

10-2-1

4. Rose Anthony faces her competitor with Bethany Alecusan backs
her up.

.808

5. Taylor Noll prepares to shoot the ball.

W4
8-1-0

4-2-1
1-3-0

n

ross

uni

4th of 15
1 R

1 chultz pa

n xt to competitor .

2nd of 10
en take the 1 ad over a fellm competitor.
~

-1.

.

x , Teber quicken hi pace a he e e the trail in front of him.
aleb Pendleton peeds ahead a

- . Tre or

ro

pectator watch .

10th of 38
14th of 36

keep up with competitor .

tie 9th of 57
4th of 11
13th of 31
1st of 12

'
omens

ross

uni

a

1st of 16
2nd of 11

1. Cecily Holliday runs ahead of fellow runners. Stinger cheer on the
team from the sidelines.

2. T he crowd watches runners cross the finish line in anticipation.

5th of 35
3. Ru nners begin their race in a frenzy. They try to break away from
the pack in order to get ahead.

7th of 33
4. Two Ced arville runners pace themselves to keep up with a fellow
opponent on a straightaway.

5th of 63
3rd of 12

10th of 32
1st of 11

5. Amy Plank keeps up with the pace of opponent around her as they
run around a curve in the track.

ns

16-11

.593
8-4
.667

L1

5-5
5-4

6-2

1.

Lauren Willow jump serves .

2.

The team cheers before the start of the match.

3.

The volleyball team poses for a group photo.

4.

Lauren Willow tips the ball over the block .

5.

The team waits on the end line while they announce the other
team's starting lineup.

'
ens

1.

Rob Harris talks with his coach while walking down the fairway.

2.

Ben Sheard walks down the fairway.

3.

Isaac Wood watches his tee shot while taking a swing at the ball.

3rd of 6
3rd of 12
10th of 10

4.

Ben Sheard lines up his putt before taking his shot.

5.

Squaring his shoulders, MitchJeffe lines up his approach shot.

5th of 9
1st of 3rd
5th of 9
3rd of 6

n

e

a

18-11
1

uint n

r en r ache to make a la)up a a defender hover clo e

.621

hind him.
9

oner ~ nHove attemp

to pa
,, lule a defend er trie to block him.

J.

the ball to a fellow teammate

onner TenHove dribble the ball around a defender. He wa trying

to get clo-e to the b

ket to take a hot.

-1. Pat E tepp qather the team in the locker room to give them a
moth-a.tin p ep talk before their ame.
5. Branden . iaughmer jump p
hoop

t defender to dunk the ball in the

13-5
.722

Ll
9-5
8-5

1-1

'
omens

e

21-8
.724

1. Isabelle Bolender keeps her eyes on the basket while keeping the
ball away from her opponent.

13-5

2. Ashlyn Huffman jumps to make a layup shot. Players around her
watched in anticipation .

.722

3. Ashlyn Huffman takes a stance to aim for the basket.

Wl
11-3

8-4
2-1

4. As an opponent goes to block her hot, Lexi Moore hoot a twopointer.
5. Isabelle Bolender holds the ball away from opponent and he
searches for a teammate to pass to.

'
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ennts

1. Keenen Lambert reaches out hi forehand in hope to hit the

.500

ball back to his opponent.

0-0

2. Ryan Cvammen leans in to hit a backhand. Ryan said he was
feeling good about hi hits during the match.

.000

3. Chris Tsibouris brings his forearm back preparing to hit the
ball.

W2

4. Cole Moss hits a steady backhand.

1-2

0-0
3-2

5. Dawson Poling extends his one-handed backhand as the ball
flie over the net.

,,.,

'

omens

•

ennts

4-5
1. Abbie Evans aims to volley the ball over the net.

.444

2. Halie Hardwick returns a backhand stroke to her opponent.
3. Abbie Evans outstretches her hand in an attempt to hit a

0-0

forehand.

.000
4. Lauren Hollis runs up to the ball to complete a forehand.
5. Megan Vandyke power through her stroke to win the next point.

L4
3-0

0-1
1-4

ens

1. J

ra

hua Brown run th _00-meter ra e.

2. J el at hell and Ryan Rager
rela, ra

change the baton during their

2nd of 13
. TreYor Cro

celebrate

he cro e the fini h line of hi race.

-l Ryan Rager.Joel Gatchell, Caleb Carrico, and Ben Hulbert po e

1st of 17

for a picture ,,; th their baton.
- . Jo h

dkins clears the bar in the pole vault.

1st of 14

6th of 12

,.,,,

'

omens

ra

1. Hannah Johnson runs the 200-meter race.
2. Hannah Willow does the longjump.

2nd of 14
1st of 17

3. Grace Norman runs the mile.
4. Hannah Johnson runs a sprint at the

CCAA Champion hip .

5. Rachel Sweeney and Lyndsey Bishop run a relay at the
Championships.

1st of 14

5th of 13

CC

ase a

7-5

.583

1. Austin Brown prepare to swing a h waits at bat.

2. Noah Cline pitches the ball.

0-0
.000

3. Logan Eby prepare to atch the ball a he cover the ba e.
4. Bryce Hughes take a wing for a hit.
5.Payton Eeles and Austin Brown tap their helmet together.

Ll
0-0

2-2
5-3

.

a
■

5-19
1. Arica Flaugher steps up to bat.

.208

2. Brooke Miller hits a pop fly.
3. Kara Eiginger scores as she slides into hom e.
4. Heather Lord practice her wing before she is up to bat.

5.Coach Rowe and Coach Chapman talk with Kara Eiginger,
McKenna Smith, and Anna Rourke.

0-0
.000
L2
0-0

0-7
5-12

eer ea l ers

The cheerleading team wholeheartedly
1. Ryan Frye and Emery Kellerman head back to the ideline after

a

up rn unt.

embodies the intentional community

~-Jacob Uhler. Emery Kellerman, and Ryan Frye cheer from the
.:ideline .
. Brevin Henninger holds Veronica Brown up in a chair tunt.

-1. Ben Olari and David Helmers hold up Faith Gundolf and Kori
Beal in a houlder it.
- . Daniel Zhou chan

into a m egaphone on the ideline .

Cedarville is well loved for. Stunter and
tumbler Ben Olari gave insight about the
team's bond. "We sit together in chapel, eat
meals, and hang out outside of practices and
games," Olari said. "We put prayer requests
in a group ~hat and try to support everyone
with anything they are going through."

ramura s

Jake Kenniv had the opportunity to join the
intramural frisbee team during his time at
Cedarville University. "As captain of the
club frisbee team, personally my favorite

1. Matt Robinson leaps to make a catch in an ultimate frisbee
competition
2. Eden Liang and fellow outdoors org members take a break from
their hike. They spent the day at Hocking Hill State Park led b
Professor Matthews.

part about intramural frisbee is that it's laid

3. A student sprints acros the field as he goe to make a touchdown.

back and no pressure," Kenniv said. "It's

4. Kristin Hannay and friends lean in to mile for a photo after their
intramural volleyball champion hip game.

great to step out on the field knowing that
you' re going to have a good time and that
the outcome doesn't really matter."

5. Stuart White throws a di c into the goal to core point for hi t am.
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Class of 2020 & 2021
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darville partner with an

all d th Int rnational Center for reativity (I

th ,n th opportunity to gain hand -on experience in

tudio to pr pare for their careers. They get to choose between
co1nputer product de ign, transportation design, interior space
de ign, and architectural and exterior space design .
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ala
Emilv Bader
Chad Benjamin
Timothv Brew ter
feahan Burn
Luke Cu ter
Brook Dibble
Brianna Dri er
Joelle Gallardo
amantha Gibb

arcu Gowin
verv Graham
Jonathon Grunenwald
Jonah HambJ
\\ ill Ha kin
Anita Havden
Courtland Hender hot
Luke Henig
Jac on Ho hiko
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Claire Kaiser
athanael Knowlton
athan Lloyd
Rae Lynch
icholas Mahek

Tamara Marques
Ben Martin
John Mathews
Isaiah May
John Minier
Rebecca Murch
athan Osborne
Mitchell Petroff
Anna Pizarro
athan Pomles

Saskia Praamsma
Allison Ramsey
Cunyun Rao
Andrew Renner
Robert Saieg
Isiah Shannon
Caleb Stover
LeahAnn Swinford
Olivia Taylor
Isaac Thomas
David Watson
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Class of 2023
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id ntity i ignified by the word

ion d. " Thi term i drawn from the Great

1nmi ion in Matthew 28:18-20. The purpose of this class
id ntity i to remind the class of 2 023 that they have been called
by Chri t to take part in disciple making and sharing the Gospel.
In doing o, they actively join God's mission for all of mankind.

Anthony Alexander
Heidi Anderson
Isabel Anglin
Madeline Ardrey
Joanna Atkins

Kezia Augustine
Kaley Aurand
Sarah Baab
Nathan Bailey
Matthew Bandy
Kaitlyn Barnes
Curtis Bartley
Paige Beal
Julia Beauchemin
Allison Belmont

Brandon Black
Danielle Blenis
Alexander Boesch
Keith Bonenberger
Cora Bradley
Clinton Brads
Gabrielle Bragg
Cassidy Brammer
Claire Brandes
Nathanael Brown
Sarah Brubaker
Zachary Brubaker
Morgan Bruggeman
Gabriel Byrd
Joshua Castle
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Hannah Dunhan1
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Lind e Fark
Colin Farri
icah Fi k
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erena Ford
Alizabeth Fo ter

Rhyan Fought
Kellv Fourman
Pre ton Fox
Bethlehem Fra er
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Lauren Gabor
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!aria Garcia Lambi
Jonathan Gartner
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Andrew Gates
William Geist
Joshua Gillum
Trevor Glaum
Dorothy Golden

Amanda Golding
icole Gordon
Meagan Gosman
Samantha Grady
Wesley Gray
Grace Gregory
Elizabeth Grunenwald
Elizabeth Gupta
Luke Gustafson
Hannah Hahnenstein

Katherine Hall
Kailee Harris
Noah Harvey
Holly Hasty
Joshua Heagle
Nicole Heath
William Hess
Gabriel Hingst
Rachel Hingst
Mark Hogsed
Mykaela Holst
Jordan H pkins
Samuel Howard
Riley Howell
Samuel Hutchison
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Camden ewell
Kristina Newell
Dillon Nice
Hannah Nicholls
Kaitlyn Nicholls

Gretchen Nichols
Rachel Noe
Sarah Norfleet
Julianna Norris
Elisabeth Novak
Claire Nyberg
Hayden O'Brien
Chukwuebuka Ojukwu
Clayton Ooms
Elisa Owens
Jordan Parsons
Triniti Patterson
James Payne
Rachel Pennington
Lael Peterson
Andrew Pierce
Megan Pierce
Tristan Powers
Carmen Priestly
Houston Purcell
Reuben Quade
Jaquelin Ran1irez
Ashley Reynolds
Chase Riebel
Justin Robinson

Asher Rohm
Gabriel Roy
Jordyn Rutherford
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Am Tate
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Daniel Ta lor
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Anna allace
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Sarah Whitscell
Maysen Wilson
Everly Wingard
Isabel Wolfe
Bethany Wormack

Elizabeth Yearout
Abigail Zettlemoyer
Betsy Ziegler
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Class of 2022
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id ntity i marked by the term Rooted."
11

n pt b hind thi identity come from Colo ian 2:6-7.

It nz an that the cla

of 2022 is committed to being rooted in

God' Word and e tabli hed in the faith, and as an outpouring
of their relation hip with the Lord, they will build intentional✓
Chri tlike community that brings glory to God.

Josiah Balk
Justin Ben
Jason Blunt
Mitchell Bowser
William Brethauer

Lincoln Bryant
Morgan Bryant
Delaney Bynum
Mitchell Carr
Madeline Chairvolotti
Sierra Chambers
Joshua Counts
Jackson Crisi
Jacob Curran
Joshua Curran
Elizabeth Davis
Joshua Decker
Timothy Dibert
Stephanie Dickson
Bradley Diller
atasha Dobson
Fiona Downey
Bryson Durst
Delaney Dykema
Micah Eisman
Rita Elgersma
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Faith Ferguson
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fadeline O'Brien

Jillian Ogden
Johndavid Parker
Lauren Penner
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Michelle Schuman
Joel Scott
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Victoria Siefert
icholas Silveira

Sarah Slater
Timothy Spencer
Julia Stagg
Jonathan Stanhope
Caleb Stechschulte
Lydia Switzer
Elizabeth Tan
Noah Tang
Claire Terhaar
Abigail Thornton

Victoriahna Vander Does
Andrea Vaughn
Bethany Wagner
Carl Weaver
Laura Weaver
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id ntity i r pre ented by the word "Joyful."

from John 15:9-11, and it mean that the clas of 2021

lza joy that doe n't come from their circumstance . Their joy
t 1n from God' love that has been freely gi,ven to them. Even
thou h thi world constantly changes, God is sovereign and
loving, and they can have joy because of Him.

Lorin Barnes
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Megan Boyle
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oah Davis
Luke Denen
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athaniel Derochie
Julia Elmers
Abigail Enloe
Rachelle Everswick
Angela Farlow

Brittany Ferguson
Haley Foster
Alexandra French
Philip Gebauer
Emily Gifford
Ashley Gosman
Mark Handel
Connor Hart
Michael Hiett
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R,·an tikeleather
Daniel rban
Emma an eldhuizen
Ja on andling
Lvdia at on
Brienna e1gner
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Class of 2020

The Senior Class Identity is characterized by the word
"Seekers." The idea is introduced in Psalm 27:4. It means that
the class of 2 02 0 is always looking for opportunities to serve
God and others. During their time on campus, and in their lives
after graduation, their goal is to actively seek out ways to bring
glory to God and others and live a life of service in His name.
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Laura Banni ter
Barahona Maurer
Eric Barne
Rachel Barnette

Leah Bartlarn
Jordan Beal
Kori Beal
Caroline Beckman

Daniel Beckman n
Joel Beck.me er
Chloie Benton
Chloe Bequillard
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Andrew Bitner
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Rachel Hostetler
Jonathan Hudson
Sara Humphrey
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Katelyn Huyser
Gabrielle Imfeld
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bigail Krakora
Julie Krudop
Benjamin Lachance
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Joshua Payne
Shelby Payne
Sarah Pennington
Kelsea Penny

Gwendolyn Peterson
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Anna Petron

Donald Petron
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Carlie Poole
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Mi h 1 R dmond
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Donald Shade
Sarah Shaw Ojeda
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Amie! Shearer

Brooke Shedden
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Kelsey Shrum
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Nicole Spencer
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Ella Young
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Spring semester was interesting for faculty due
to the coronavirus. Dr. Dan DeWitt experienced
unexpected difficulties during this semester. "This
year has been different in terms of teaching in that
I've never taught an online course," DeWitt said.
"Trying to find creative ways to connect with a class,
once everyone was sent home from the pandemic,
was difficult. I can't imagine what it was like for
students." Even though there have been difficulties
1. Faculty and staff stand together as they are honored for

this semester, there have also been blessings. "My

serving Cedarville for over two decades.

favorite memory this semester was the apologetics
2. Dr. Jeremy Kimble and his wife serve students in the
line at Chucks. This was during the midnight breakfast
during Campus Christmas.
3. Dr. Dan Dewitt and Nathan Mumme talk outside of
Rinnova.

seminar that I did with Dr. Billy Marsh on the topic
of Tolkien and Lewis' friendship," DeWitt aid.
"We had a great student show out and a wond rful

4. Dr. Haymond and Dr. Austin teach outdoors about how

m ter

creativity should be applied in business.

conversation." During th end of th

5. Dr. Beth Porter and Dr. Mark Spencer sing" 10,000

DeWitt 1 arn d about the importan e of good

Blessings" at th
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on ert. T his celebration has

b n a favorite for many years.
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6. Kelly Hellwig it d own wilh a slud enl in lhe Bible

onda

depar tment. Kelly ser ves as an adm in i lrative a ·istanl as
well as an in fo rman t on gradu ate p rogram s.

du ti n ' Punzi aid. 'D pit th turno

r
7. Aaron Cook lead s a Bible study with the Di ciples hip

b in f t, th tran i tion from tud nt to taff

C ouncil m embers a t his h ou se. T he 13 D

members met

weekly to then lead the 120 Disciples hip Group lead ers.

wa pr tty a y.

atin lunch with friend who

" . re faculty, or taff " a an incredible ource of
en ourao-ement. Punzi al o found in piration from
the tudent

he worked with. My favorite part of

bein on taff at Cedarville i by far getting to work
\\ith tudent

Punzi aid. I get to ee God at work

in their live and be a part of regular discipleship
while I o ab out m job. '

Between administration, residence life, athletics, advancement, business, marketing and
communications, enrollment management, student life, and Christian ministries, staff
members were the ones who made Cedarville run smoothly.
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Senior Hope Fisher remembered the 100 Days Par ty
1.

ewlyweds Ian and Beka Uamison) Woodall smile as

they look back on fo nd memories of college years spent

"I think it's kinda crazy, getting all of us together

together.

again, even those who stayed off campus. It felt like
2. Anna Kaster, Kristen Kline, and Olivia Patterson
spend the night reliving the best years of their lives spent

freshman year ... "

together.
3. Olivia Coon and Elizabeth Hertel share a laugh as they
pose against the T-Shirt Photo Wall.

The 100 Days Party honored the class of 2020 in
a variety of ways that reflected a culmination of

4. Grace Christiansen, Isabelle and McKenna

Armstrong, and Denise Dykema gather for a group photo
alongside Mallory Waayenberg and Kimberly Powell.

their Cedarville experiences. Students recalled the

Afte r spending three years at Printy together, they finally

innumerable T-Shirts given to them throughout their

reunite at the party.

5. Olivia Coon and Jeff Smith gather for a shot with the
rest of the Class Council.

four years in a creative way: a Photo Wall! Seniors
were able to gather before the hustle and bustle of

6. Meghan Gallogly, Kennedy Harless, and Halie

Hardwick enjoy the party while remembering how

graduation day to take priceless photos and make

supportive their friends were since day one.

cherished memories.
7. Senior Brianna Noller enjoys the T-Shirt Photo Wall
with her friends.

Pop culture-esque tables that featured moments
known especially to the class of 2020 were a main
attraction. The infamous "Chapel Mug Incident"
and a shrine to the beloved lowland Gorilla,
Harambre, who trended in 2016, were highlighted.
Though the year ended quite differently for the cla
of 2020, Seniors were thankful for SAA, Campu
Experience, and many others for their hard work
and dedication towards making their final goodb e
unforgettable.
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la

than ideal.

of 2020 thi announcement was
fter four long ear , a lot of money,

and anticipation for celebrating their degrees, this
eemed like an anticlimactic do e. Many seniors
took to ocial media to expre

their feelings

l. SGA President Sarah Shaw reflects on God's

steadfastness and the need to remain thankful in the midst
of life's uncertainty.

re ardin the turn of e ent . ome people focused
on, hat the

ere thankful for even amongst the

2. Dr. White joins the orchestra as 'guest conductor'
during the 20th anniversary of the Community Christmas
Celebration.

.

trial. Other cho e to caption pictures with Bible
,·er e and

or hip poem . Though everyone was

imultaneou 1 dealing with the same uncertainty,

3. The class of 2020 tunes into a pre-recorded video
for graduation. The video honored the senior class and
encouraged them in their endeavors.
4. The Cedar rock is painted for seniors, even after the
students went back home.

Cedarville till cho e to honor and show love to their
5. tudents worship virtually as a way to give thanks to God

enior .

video " as put together by faculty and

taff in replacement of the graduation ceremony.

even in uncertain times.
6. Dr. White proudly announces the senior class of 2020 as
official graduates.

Cedarville s belo ed community grew closer

7. Faculty and staff take intentional time to color posters
and pose with their families , wishing graduates the best in

to ether a the

their future endeavors.

urrounded the seniors displaying

true intentionality in Christ-like love.
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Though graduation did not go as planned, Cedarville found ways to make the milestone
memorable for the class of 2020.
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7/nna Xn7
Anna King is a junior Management Major
from St Augustine, FL. She acts as the
Editor in Chief of the Miracle thi year. She
create deadlines, proof the yearbook, and
oversee it production.

cfoslrnJflller
Joslyn Miller is a Junior English Education
Major from Wetmore, MI. She is the
Administrative A i tant this year. Miller
over ees the communication between the
yearbook and department on campus.

J/l//ie 2atka

2radtj Osper

2en ~eeler
Benjamin Deeter is a Junior Political
Science Major from Rimersburg, PA. He is a
photographer this year and benefits the staff
by taking pictures of on-campus events.

Brady Esper is a Senior Youth Ministry and
Christian Education Major from ewark,
DE . He is a photographer on staff and takes
pictures of many events throughout the
year.

Aalie Jinvi//e

Luren cft,ejerman

Katie Linville is a Junior Electrical
Engineering Major with a Minor in
Biomedical Engineering from Cincinnati,
OH. She is the Photography Editor and
leads the photographers on staff by
delegating events and editing pictures for
th layout team.

Lauren Stieferman is a Senior Visual
Communications Design Major with a
concentration in Graphic Design and a
minor in Studio Art from St. Lewis, MO.
She is a Co-Layout Editor who works
with Ethan to design the page and select
picture for the yearbook.

Jfl!!ort1 Xn 1

nior Mark ting M jor
Mall ry ing i
hology from Po 11,
y
P
in
minor
a
ith
r,
H . h i th op A i tant thi
ption and
hi h m n s h writ
book.
th
t n s thr ughout

Madelyn Batka is a Junior Psychology Major
from Glenview, IL. She is a photographer
this year and takes pictures showcasing life
on campus

Olhan

Ooms

Ethan Ooms is a Senior Communication
major with a minor in Graphic De ign from
Wentzville, MO. He i a Co-Layout Editor
and work with Lauren to elect photo and
de ign page for the yearbook.
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h,n ' l'\ l'I l' pert 'd. l ,for l a an ·thin 1 l , thou 1 h, I anl lo lLk a minul
to thank th' t am lhal ha work d o hard lo i
ou lhi o k. Josi n, our
,1dminL t rat i\ a i lanl, thank for doin · all lh lhin from mailin pa roll lo
an werin
mail ... rai in
· kri pi lr al bo log lh r
w k
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kn " what y u w r d in · " ith InD i n .. .I 1 d g lling t kno
u lhrough
t am-buildin a ti iti and, o do
lhi book 1 ok go d! ari a, Mallory, and
Iaddi , th ra t fi ur out h i in all th pi tur n
r top ... haha. Thank
£ r all th hard " rk u did and all th hilariou t ri
ou told in th ffi . Kali ,
ur, nd rful photograph ditor om how you fit u in am ng t th hard t y ar in
n in rin . I'm lad ou w r on th taff, or w n v r would have
n ach olh r
, nth u h" li d a ro th hall all ar. Ben and Brady, I didn t get to e mu h
of ou but ou ork d hard and ga e u ome gr at hot for the book. .. don t forg t
our offi e i our office anytim too! I hope each and every one of you has enjoy d
b in part of the earbook taff thi ear. Cyndi, thank you for all you did a an
ad · or. ou ha e alwa been available for the taff and have grown m and held m
a countable thi ear. In ome ways, I feel like I have a mom who is looking out for
me on campu (in all the good ways!!), and for that I am truly grateful.
\ \ l)\\

Our theme for thi book was community, and this year our Cedarville community
ha been put to the te t. We have felt community in a lot of great ways, like through
pra er e ion and chapel and D-groups. But we felt like we lost it all in the
corona iru announcement. This community is special, and many of us won't ever
et to come back a we graduate and move on to the real world. So, amidst all of the
emotion I a k that you look back and reflect over the pa t years you have been at
Cedarville. Thank the Lord for the wonderful time you have had with the Cedarville
famil . Be glad for all the great things He has done while you were at Cedarville and
for all the thing He will continue to do in your life. o matter whether you are a
fre hman or enior, I encourage you to pre s on in your Hfe, looking for opportunitie
to influence and build communities that look like Cedarville. Commit your elf to
helping others realize the joy that we have when we live our lives among t other
belie er that tand trong in Christ. Cedarville i a great place to learn, but there
are people all aero the world who need you to help experience the ame Chri tian
fellow hip that we get the ble ing of every day.
ith lo e
na Editor in Chief

The LORD has done great things for us, and we are filled with joy.
P alm 12 :3

And let us consider how we may spur one another on toward love and good deeds...
Hebre"

10:24
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\ e " ent on hort-term mi ion trip all over the world, and participated in long-term
lo al mini tr team and di ciple hip group . "Community" went from an empty
ord to our fa orite part of our undergrad experience. We learned the joy of being
gi en a en e of community, and the joy of fostering it wherever we go.
Our goal in creating this book wa to show exactly what community mean
at Cedarville. We wanted to transport everyone back to the time when they were a
college tudent. We know that life will change. We won't remember what it was like
to be in college forever. Our goal was to give it a concrete representation we can look
back on in 20 years to remember the beginning of our understanding of true, deep
Chri tian community. Our hope is that it has served as a reminder of everything thi
ear was while also portraying the undercurrent of Ch[ist's love and the fellowship
between all believers that comes from being family through Him.
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